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Abstract

Objectives: The determinant of mean central venous pressure (MCVP) has been derived in the report with 113 shock patients containing 20 characters.

Background: The determinants of MCVP for shock patients has not been derived explicitly.

Material & methods: The current study has included 113 shock patients containing 20 characters. The data site is: http://www. umass.edu/statdata/statdata/data/shock.txt Statistical analysis has been done by joint generalized linear models (JGLMs).

Results: From the mean model of MCVP, it is found that MCVP is positively associated with survival status (SURVIVE) (P=0.0009), mean arterial pressure (MAP) (P<0.0001), body surface index (BSI) (P<0.0001), mean circulation time (MCT) (P<0.0001), plasma volume index (PVI) (P=0.0333) while it is negatively associated with diastolic blood pressure (DBP) (P=0.0001), appearance time (AP) (P=0.0016), urinary output (UO) (P=0.0120). Variance of MCVP is negatively associated with BSI (P=0.0024), MCT (P=0.0256), red cell index (RCI) (P=0.0183), and it is positively associated with UO (P=0.0316), PVI (P=0.1228), hemoglobin (HG) (P=0.0008).

Conclusion: The report concludes that MCVP increases as MAP, or BSI, or MCT, or PVI increases, or DBP, or AP, or UO decreases. These information is a new addition in medical literature.
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Introduction

The predicted or estimated right atrial pressure (RAP) is known as central venous pressure (CVP), and it is calculated in the central veins closely to the heart. The CVP is used to assess the volume status and cardiac preload in critically ill patients [1, 2]. It guides right-side heart failure patient's diagnosis and fluid resuscitation. It doesn’t directly calculate blood volume, but it is always used for this purpose. It is measured by the interaction between venous return and cardiac function [1, 3]. Generally, CVP is not only activated by intravascular volume and venous return, but it is also by venous tone and intra-thoracic pressure, including right heart function and myocardial compliance [4-6]. In practice, CVP is applied for the hypotension cardiac patients who are unable to respond primary clinical management [1, 7 and 8].

CVP is an indicator of right ventriculard and, to a lesser extent, left ventricular preload. It also shows the limit to venous return and reflects about right ventricular function [9, 10]. It measurements may be necessary to guide fluid management. However, it is also influenced by thoracic, abdominal, and pericardial pressures, which makes its prediction more complicated. As a result, the CVP measured does not reflect always the true loading conditions of the right ventricle. It represents the back pressure of all extra thoracic organs and the limit to venous return. Specifically, the risk of renal, ascites, peripheral edema, and liver impairment is associated with the absolute CVP value [11, 12].

Generally, CVP has very complex association with vascular system and cardiac outputs which is difficult to interpret [13, 14]. In veterinary and human clinical practice, CVP is mostly applied to obtain information regarding intravascular volume and cardiac function [15, 16], but its clinical applications and physiological meaning are frequently misunderstood [17, 18]. Many research articles have agreed that the CVP is affected by many factors [19, 20]. We need to know which factors affect the CVP measurement and how. Based on this knowledge, it may be possible to use them optimally in order control CVP. This may be easily understood from some probabilistic models. Best of our knowledge, there is not any probabilistic or statistical model of CVP with its explanatory variables [21]. In the report, we are interested to identify the explanatory factors of CVP for some shock patients. Therefore, the report seeks the following queries. What are the statistical significant components of CVP? How are the components related with the CVP? How do they act on CVP? What is the probability model of CVP with its component? These answers are little known in the cardiovascular literature, which are focussed in the present report.

Materials

The used data site in the report is given in the Abstract. A
clear description of 113 shock patients with 20 study characters and the data collection procedure is displayed in [22]. These data were collected at the Shock Research Unit at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California. Data on many physiological variables were collected successively in time on each patient. The present data set is a special subset of the extracted data for the purpose of exercise. For each critically ill patient (total 113 patients), measurements upon admission, and just before death or discharge were taken. For our requirements, the 20 study characters are reproduced as: height (HEIGHT), age (AGE), survival status (SURVIV) (survived=1, death=2), sex (SEX) (male=0, female=1), mean arterial pressure (MAP), body surface index (BSI), shock type (SHOCKT) (non-shock=1, hypovolemic=2, cardiogenic, or bacterial, or neurogenic or other=3), mean circulation time (MCT), systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), appearance time (AP), urinary output (UO), red cell index (RCI), plasma volume index (PVI), hematocrit (HCT), mean central venous pressure (MCVP), heart rate (HR), hemoglobin (HG), card sequence order (initial=1, final =2) (CSO).

Statistical Methods

The stated above hypotheses in Introduction Section can be examined clearly by a probabilistic model of MCVP with its explanatory characters. Note that MCVP is a positive, continuous, non-normally distributed heteroscedastic random variable which is exactly modeled by JGLMs under Log-normal and Gamma models that are clearly & explicitly given in [23-26]. These are not repeated explicitly in the report. Interested readers may go through [23-26]. For the response MCVP, it is found that Gamma JGLMs fit is better than Log-normal fit, so very shortly Gamma JGLMs are displayed herein.

Gamma JGLMs

For a continuous positive random response \( y_i \) if \( E(y_i) = \mu_i \) and \( \text{Var}(y_i) = \sigma_i^2 \), where \( \mu_i \)'s and \( \sigma_i^2 \)'s respectively, mean & dispersion parameters, and \( V(\cdot) \) reveals the variance function with two parts (in GLM) such as \( \sigma_i^2 \) (free of mean changes) and \( V(\mu_i) \) (depends on the mean changes). It is noted that the GLM family distribution is located by \( V(\mu_i) \), as it is Poisson if \( V(\mu_i) = \mu_i \), Gamma if \( V(\mu_i) = \mu_i^2 \), and Normal if \( V(\mu_i) = 1 \), etc. So, the Gamma JGLMs of mean & dispersion (when \( V(\mu_i) = \mu_i^2 \)) are

\[ \eta_i = g(\mu_i) = x_i' \beta \text{ And } \epsilon_i = h(\sigma_i^2) = w_i' \gamma, \]

where \( g(\cdot) \) and \( h(\cdot) \) are GLM link functions related to the mean & variance linear predictors respectively. \( x_i' \) and \( w_i' \) are the vectors of explanatory factors/variables, connected to the mean & dispersion parameters respectively. Practically, the maximum likelihood (ML) and the restricted ML (REML) method are used respectively, for estimating the mean and dispersion parameters [23].

MCVP analysis, results & interpretation

MCVP Analysis

JGLMs of MCVP have been derived under both Log-normal and Gamma models, considering MCVP as the response variable, and all the rest factors and variables are considered as the explanatory variables. The smallest value (within each class) of Akaike information criterion (AIC) selects the appropriate model by minimizing both the squared error loss and predicted additive errors [27, p. 203--204]. According to AIC rule, Gamma JGLMs fit (AIC=1284.034) shows better fit than Log-normal (AIC=1320). Summarized MCVP analysis results are shown in Table 1. Two partially significant effects RCI (mean model) and PVI (variance model) are included for better fitting [27, 28], which are called as confounder in epidemiology. As a model checking tools, the absolute residuals plot & normal probability plot are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: For the joint gamma fitted models of MCVP (Table 1), the (a) absolute residuals plot with respect to the fitted values, and (b) the normal probability plot for the mean model
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From Table 1, the Gamma fitted mean ( \( \hat{\mu} \) ) model of MCVP is

\[
\hat{\mu} = \exp(-0.0111 + 0.3313 \text{SURVIV} + 0.0293 \text{MAP} - 0.0369 \text{DBP} + 0.8039 \text{BSI} - 0.0468 \text{AP} + 0.0344 \text{MCT} - 0.0013 \text{UO} + 0.0064 \text{PVI} + 0.0020 \text{RCI})
\]

And the fitted variance ( \( \hat{\sigma}^2 \) ) model is

\[
\hat{\sigma}^2 = \exp(0.1190 - 1.7843 \text{BSI} - 0.0256 \text{MCT} + 0.0019 \text{UO} + 0.0141 \text{PVI} - 0.0340 \text{RCI} + 0.2062 \text{HG})
\]

Gamma fitted (for MCVP in Table 1) absolute residuals are plotted in Figure 1(a), with respect to fitted values, which is approximately straight line, indicating constant variance. Figure 1(b) shows the normal probability plot for the mean model (Table 1), which does not reveal any lack of fit. Both the plots do not show any inconsistency in fitting.

**MCVP Analysis Results**

Joint Gamma fitted mean & variance models of MCVP are displayed above and their summarized forms are presented in Table 1. From the fitted mean model (Table 1), it is noticed that MCVP is positively associated with \text{SURVIV} (P=0.0009), \text{MAP} (P<0.0001), \text{BSI} (P=0.0001), \text{MCT} (P<0.0001), \text{PVI} (P=0.0333), while it is negatively associated with \text{DBP} (P=0.0001), \text{AP} (P=0.0016), \text{UO} (P=0.0120). Variance of MCVP is negatively associated with \text{BSI} (P=0.0024), \text{MCT} (P=0.0235), \text{RCI} (P=0.0183), and it is positively associated with \text{UO} (P=0.0316), \text{PVI} (P=0.1228), \text{HG} (P=0.0008).

**Interpretations Of The Derived Results Of MCVP (Table 1)**

Mean model of CVP (Table 1) concludes the following:

- MCVP is positively associated with \text{SURVIV} (survived=1, death=2) (P=0.0009), concluding that MCVP is higher for shock patients who are close to death than living patients.
- MCVP is directly associated with \text{MAP} (P<0.0001), indicating that MCVP increases as MAP rises.
- MCVP is negatively correlated with \text{DBP} (P<0.0001), interpreting that MCVP decreases as DBP increases.
- MCVP is directly associated with \text{BSI} (P=0.0001), concluding that MCVP increases as BSI rises.
- MCVP is negatively correlated with \text{AP} (P=0.0016), concluding that MCVP decreases as AP increases.
- MCVP is directly associated with \text{MCT} (P<0.0001), indicating that MCVP increases as MCT rises.
- MCVP is negatively correlated with \text{UO} (P=0.0120), concluding that MCVP decreases as UO increases.
- MCVP is directly associated with \text{PVI} (P=0.0333), indicating that MCVP increases as PVI rises.
- MCVP is directly partially associated with \text{RCI} (P=0.3155), indicating that MCVP increases as RCI rises.

From variance model (Table 1) of MCVP, the following conclusions can be noted.

- Variance of CVP (VCPV) is negatively associated with \text{BSI} (P=0.0024), concluding that VCPV decreases as BSI increases.
- VCPV is negatively associated with \text{MCT} (P=0.0236), implying that VCPV decreases as MCT increases.
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• VCPV is directly associated with UO (P=0.0316), implying that VCPV increases as UO rises.
• VCPV is directly partially associated with PVI (P=0.1228), implying that VCPV increases as PVI rises.
• VCPV is negatively associated with RCI (P=0.0183), implying that VCPV decreases as RCI increases.
• VCPV is directly associated with HG (P=0.0008), implying that VCPV increases as HG rises.

The above derived joint mean & variance models of MCVP have been selected based on examining the lowest AIC, model checking plots, small standard errors of the estimates (Table 1), and appropriate distribution of the response MCVP. Therefore, the data generated models of MCVP are assumed to be true. Based on the true derived models all the above interpretations have been drawn. Interpretations of all the derived results are clearly described in the above.

Concluding Remarks

The explanatory factors of central venous pressure have been derived in the report based on joint Gamma modeling. Fitted joint Gamma models (Table 1) have been accepted based on lowest AIC, model diagnostic plots, small standard error of the estimates (Table 1), and along with the underlying distribution of CVP. The report has presented very shortly Introduction, Materials, Statistical method, Data analysis sections, as these are available in many articles [1-3, 29, 30]. Many factors such as SURVIV, MAP, DBP, BSI, AP, MCT, UO, PVI and RCI have been derived as the variance predicted variables of CVP (Table 1), while BSI, MCT, UO, PVI, RCI and HG have been derived as the variance predicted variables of CVP (Table 1). Note that SURVIV, MAP, BSI, MCT, PVI and RCI have direct association with mean CVP, while DBP, AP and UO have inverse association with mean CVP. Again, BSI, MCT and RCI have inverse association with the variance of CVP, while UO, PVI and HG have direct association with the variance of CVP.

The above models are related only with the given data set [22]. If the data set is changed, model will be changed, but the association nature of MCVP with the other parameters may be same, even though the data set will be changed. We have not examined it for different data sets, as we have not more data sets. In our future research, we will examine these points. Here the considered data set does not contain many covariates related to blood components and cardiac parameters. Future researchers may consider many more covariates.

The current note may introduce some new information in the medical literature regarding the explanatory factors/variables of central venous pressure through statistical modeling. From the beginning of medical literature, interpretation about CVP are frequently misunderstood [1, 2, 17 and 18]. Best of our knowledge, the above information and the fitted models of MCVP are not frequently misunderstood [1, 2, 17 and 18]. Best of our knowledge, the beginning of medical literature, interpretation about CVP are clearly introduced in any previous article based on statistical modeling. From the present results, medical practitioners can be able to know that CVP of a shock patient increases if MAP, or PVI, or BSI, or RCI, or MCT increases, or AP, or DBP, or UO decreases. Accordingly, necessary steps may be taken to control CVP.
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